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Abstract: Cardiovascular disease is a major health burden worldwide in the 21st century. Human services consumptions are 

overpowering national and corporate spending plans because of asymptomatic infections including cardiovascular ailments. 

Consequently, there is an urgent requirement for early location and treatment of such ailments. The information which is gathered by 

data analysis of hospitals is utilizing by applying different blends of calculations and algorithms for the early-stage prediction of 

Cardiovascular ailments. Machine Learning is one of the slanting innovations utilized in numerous circles far and wide including the 

medicinal services application for predicting illnesses. In this research, we compared the accuracy of machine learning algorithms that 

could be used for predictive analysis of heart diseases and predicting the overall risks. The proposed experiment is based on a 

combination of standard machine learning algorithms such as Logistic Regression, Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), 

support vector machine (SVM) and Decision Tree. Most of the entities in this world are related in one way or another, at times finding a 

relationship between entities can help you make valuable decisions. Likewise, I will attempt to utilize this information as a model that 

predicts the patient whether they are having a Cardiovascular disease or on the other hand not. Moreover, the data analysis is carried 

out in Python using Jupyter Lab in order to validate the accuracy of all the Algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Cardiovascular disease is presently the leading problem of 

death worldwide. An expected 3.8 million men and 3.4 

million women die each year from cardiovascular disease. 

Diastolic Blood Pressure and Systolic Blood Pressure are 

related to cardiovascular risk. Thus, a feasible and accurate 

prediction of heart-related diseases is very important. 

Medical organizations, all around the world, collect data on 

various health-related issues. These data can be exploited 

using various machine learning techniques to gain useful 

insights [1]. But the data collected is very massive and, 

many times, this data can be very noisy. These datasets, 

which are too overwhelming for human minds to 

comprehend, can be easily explored using various machine 

learning techniques. Thus, these algorithms have become 

very useful, in recent times, to predict the presence or 

absence of heart-related diseases accurately [4]. To begin 

with, the work we are using different types of techniques 

and algorithms. In this paper, the classification of machine 

learning techniques and algorithms are used to increase the 

accuracy rate. In Machine learning, classification algorithms 

are supervised learning approach in which the computer 

learns from the input data and learn from it. This data 

collection may basically be bi-class (like recognizing 

whether the individual is male or female or that the mail is 

spam or non-spam) or it might be multi-class. Here are the 

names of classification algorithms which we are going to 

implement and compare the accuracy in this research: 

1) Linear Classifiers: Logistic Regression  

2) K-Nearest Neighbor  

3) Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

4) Decision Trees  

5) Random Forest  

 

2. Background of the Study 
 

The heart is the most important organ of the human body 

because it pumps our blood and circulates to the entire body. 

The heart is protected by a rib cage and it is surrounded by 

two-layered tissue membranes. It is a four-chambered organ 

that separates oxygenated and deoxygenated blood. The 

heart is having the five types of blood vessels: arteries, 

veins, capillaries, arterioles, venules and the size of the 

human heart is about the size of the fist. The dataset used for 

the logistic regression analysis is available on the Kaggle 

website, from an ongoing cardiovascular study of 

Framingham, Massachusetts. The classification goal of this 

study is to predict whether the patient has a 10-year risk of 

future heart diseases. The Framingham dataset consists of 

4238 records of patients’ data and 14 attributes. The data 

analysis is carried out in Python programming by using 

Jupyter Lab which is a more flexible and powerful data 

science application software.  

 

3. Methodology 
 

3.1 Workflow of building Machine Learning Model   

 

Figure 1 indicates the steps followed in order to build the 

model in machine learning. 

 

 
Figure 1: Workflow of building Machine Learning Model   
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3.2  Data Acquisition 

 

The dataset is collected from Kaggle website. 

 

3.3 Data Pre-Processing  

 

In order to build up a more accurate Machine Learning 

model, data preprocessing is required. Data pre-processing is 

the process of cleaning the data. It will remove all the NAN 

values from our data. This process is also known as Data 

Wrangling. This includes the identification of missing data, 

noisy data and inconsistent data. 

 

3.4 Proposed System  

 

 
Figure 2: Proposed System 

 

3.5 Select Machine Learning Model  

 

Then the pre-processed data are identified using machine 

learning algorithms. We will be using the Classification 

Algorithm to compare the best accuracy from all. 

 

a) Input Variables of the study  

The data set consists of 14 IVS. Machine Learning model is 

based on the identification of DV. 

 

 
Figure 3: [2] Input Variables  

 

4. Data Analysis 
 

Data Analysis was carried out on the Jupyter Notebook for 

further classification using Python 3.7. 

 

4.1 Importing the Libraries  

 

Here we have loaded the data into Jupiter Lab to build a 

machine learning model. In accession to that, the required 

libraries used as supportive applications are loaded. It has 

removed the education field from the database. 

 

 
 

4.2Reading the Dataset 
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4.3 Data Pre-processing 

 

Moreover, the number of missing values has identified for 

cleaning an existing dataset. The summarized total number 

of missing values based on the attributes are given below. 

 

 
 

The total percentage of missing values in the column was 

identified using the Pandas Data Frame. The total number of 

rows with missing values is 489 since it is only 12 percent of 

the entire dataset the rows with missing values are excluded. 

It has used the Pandas dropna() method which was used to 

analyze the drop rows/columns with Null values. 

 
 

After applying the Pandas dropna() method which was used 

to analyze the drop rows/columns with Null values we can 

note by the below graph. 

 
The representative figures related to the 10year risk of 

Coronary Heart Disease has shown below. 

 

 
 

Visualization in bar graph for better understanding. 

 
According to the above data, there are 3179 patents with no 

heart disease and 572 patients with risk of heart disease. 

 

4.4 Visualization of data by Scatter Plot 

 

The following visualization derived through the JupyterLab 

for display predicators. 

 
 

Visualization of Body Mass Index according to Age. 

 
 

4.5  Visualization of data by Scatter Plot 

 

Here we are splitting the data for the better visualization.  
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Visualization of Total Cholestrol by Age with Scatter plot. 

 
Visualization of Total Cholestrol by Age with Scatter plot. 

 
Visualization of Systolic Blood Pressure by Total Cholestrol 

with Scatter plot. 

 
4.6 Training and Testing the Datasets 

 

The data set was separated into training and testing sets for 

the evaluation process. We have used a sci-kit learn library. 

 

 
 

5. Implementation of Classification Algorithms 
 

5.1 Linear Regression: Logistic Regression  

 

The logistic regression is also known as the sigmoid 

function which helps in the easy representation in graphs. In 

this algorithm first, the data should be imported and then 

trained. By using equation the logistic regression algorithm 

is represented in the graphs showing the difference between 

the attributes. From the training data, we have to estimate 

the best and approximate coefficient and represent [3]. It 

also provides high accuracy by applying different 

techniques. 

 

The resulting outcomes are used to prove the logistic 

regression. Here Logistic regression Algrothim is mainly 

used for prediction and also calculating the probability of 

success through the mathematical equation. 

 

 
 

As per the above logistic regression results, P >= 0.05 shows 

a low statistically significant relationship with the 

probability of heart disease. Hence, a backward elimination 

approach has been used to remove the attributes with the 

highest P values. The process will be continued until all the 

attributes of P values less than 0.05. 
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The above output indicates the result after using backward 

elimination. The logistic regression equation for the heart 

prediction data as follows. 

 

 
 

 

          
 

 
 

Confidence Intervals(CI): 

 

Moreover, the accuracy of OR is estimated by using a 95% 

confidence interval (CI)(2.5%). A large CI(97.5%) 

represents the low level of precision of OR and also small CI 

represents the higher precision of OR. However, 95% CI 

does not indicate the statistical significance, unlike the p-

value. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

The Accuracy of  Logistic Regression Algorithm is 89%. 

 

5.2 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 

 

The K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm is a simple, supervised 

machine learning algorithm that can be used to solve 

problems. Here we are using for predicting Cardiovascular 

diseases using a dataset acquired from Kaggle. Moreover, it 

has a major drawback of becoming significantly slows as the 

size of that data in use grows. It is used for classification and 

regression types of problems. KNN is instance-based 

learning [5]. 

 

 
 

 
 

The Accuracy of K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm is 88%. 
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5.3  Support Vector Machine 

 

Support Vector Machine is an extremely popular supervised 

machine learning technique (having a pre-defined target 

variable) that can be used as a classifier as well as a 

predictor. A Support Vector Machine model represents the 

training data points as points in the feature space. 

 
 

The Accuracy of Support Vector Machine Algorithm is 

88%. 

 

5.4 Decision Tree 

 

Decision Tree Algorithm is known as the supervised 

learning algorithm. Moreover, in supervised learning 

algorithms, the decision tree algorithm can be used for 

solving regression and classification problems. The Decision 

tree Algorithm is a decision support tool that uses a tree-like 

model. The goal of using a Decision Tree is to create a 

training model that can use to predict the target variable by 

learning simple decision rules inferred from training data 

[6]. 

 
 

The Accuracy of Decision Tree Algorithm is 80%. 

 

5.5  Random Forest 

 

Random Forest Algorithm is used for supervised and 

classification, but mostly it’s used for classification 

problems. It generates decision trees based on data samples 

and then gets the prediction from each of them. After 

prediction, it selects the most suitable solution by means of 

voting. It is an aggregate method that is better than a single 

decision tree because it decreases the over-fitting by 

averaging the result [7]. 

 

Confusion Matrix for Random Forest 

 

 
 

 
 

The Accuracy of Random Forest Algorithm is 87%. 

 

6. Comparison of the best Algorithm by Bar 

Graph 
 

6.1 Accuracy bar graph of all the Algorithms  

 

By analyzing all the five Classification Algorithm of 

machine learning for the prediction of the cardiovascular 

disease, It comes to know that logistic regression is the most 

efficient algorithm out of all five algorithms, as it has 89% 

accuracy As shown below. 

 
After analyzing confusion matrix data, it is apparent that the 

model is highly specific than sensitive. Moreover, the 

negative values in the model are predicted more accurately 

than the positives. 

 

 
 

6.2 Predicting through the probability of total number of 

Heart Disease.  
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6.3 ROC curve for Heart disease classifier 

 

The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is a 

simple plot used to visualize the performance of a binary 

classifier. Good classification accuracy models should have 

significantly more true positives than false positives at all 

thresholds. Area Under the Curve (AUC) quantifies the 

model classification accuracy. 

 

 

 
 

7. Conclusion 
 

The main aim of this research is to compare the accuracy of 

all the classification algorithms to evaluate the risk of 10-

year CHD using 14 IVs, we come to know that Logistic 

Regression is a more appropriate algorithm to predict the 

risk. The following attributes are selected after the backward 

elimination process considering the values of  P, which are 

lower than 5%. The primary motive of this research is the 

prediction of heart disease with a high rate of accuracy by 

comparing all five classification algorithms. Further, the 

accuracy of the Logistic Regression model is 0.89 which is 

best out of all five algorithms. The value under the AUC 

curve is 72 which is somewhat satisfactory.  

 

8. Future Work  
 

Nowadays most of the data is computerized, the data is 

distributed everywhere but we’re not utilizing it properly. 

By Analyzing the available data we can also use for 

unknown patterns. The motive of this future work is to 

predict heart diseases with high rate of accuracy by using the 

Classification Algorithms of Machine Learning. For 

predicting the heart disease with the help of different 

parameters, we can use Logistic Regression, Support Vector 

Machine, KNN, Decision Tree, naviebayes, sklearn in 

machine learning Algorithm. Moreover, the model could be 

improved by using more data and techniques. The future 

scope of the paper is the prediction of heart diseases by 

using advanced techniques, with a high rate of accuracy and 

algorithms in less time complexity. 
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